Functional connectivity analysis of multiplex muscle network across frequencies.
Physiological networks reveal information about the interaction between subsystems of the human body. Here we investigated the interaction between the central nervous system and the musculoskeletal system by mapping functional muscle networks. Muscle networks were extracted using coherence analysis of muscle activity assessed using surface electromyography (EMG). Surface EMG was acquired from 36 muscles distributed throughout the body while participants were standing upright and performing a bimanual pointing task. Non-negative matrix factorization revealed functional connectivity in four frequency bands. The spatial arrangement differed considerably across frequencies supporting a multiplex network organisation. Graph-theory analysis of layer-specific network revealed a consistent fat-tail distribution of the edges weights, distinct efficiency values, and core-periphery properties. These frequency bands may be spectral fingerprints of different neural pathways that innervate the spinal motor neurons to control the musculoskeletal system.